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Incorporation of Bi atoms in InP studied at the atomic scale by cross-sectional scanning tunneling microscopy
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We show the potential of cross-sectional scanning tunneling microscopy to address structural properties of dilute III-V bismides by investigating Bi:InP. Bismuth atoms down to the second monolayer below the [110] InP surfaces, which give rise to three classes of distinct contrast, are identified with the help of density functional theory calculations. Based on this classification, the pair-correlation function is used to quantify the ordering of Bi atoms on the long range. In a complementary short-ranged study, we investigate the Bi ordering at the atomic level. An enhanced tendency for the formation of first-nearest-neighbor Bi pairs is found. In addition, the formation of small Bi clusters is observed whose geometries appear to be related to strong first-nearest-neighbor Bi pairing. We also identify growth related crystal defects, such as In vacancies, P antisites, and Bi antisites.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Highly mismatched Bi-containing III-V semiconductors have attracted a lot of attention due to their unusual optical and electronic properties [1–4]. However, state of the art dilute III-V bismides still suffer, despite their strong innovative potential, from a number of problems, which are related to short-ranged ordering and defect formation. There is a strong need for nanaveraging techniques that can address these questions in real space at the atomic level. We propose cross-sectional scanning tunneling microscopy (X-STM) as an ideal tool to meet this challenge.

Until now, most experimental studies of the MBE growth of highly mismatched III-V bismides, such as GaAs1−xBi2, [5,6], InAs1−xBi2, [7,8], and InP1−xBi2, [9,10], are limited to the improvement of the growth conditions and the optical characterization of their material properties. In contrast to other highly mismatched III-V bismides, which are grown at low temperatures by MBE, Bi:InP shows additional strong optical transitions at lower energies than the commonly observed band-to-band transitions [4,9,11]. Deep level transient spectroscopy (DLTS) measurements have suggested that this is related to Bi clustering [12].

The few structural studies, which investigate the microscopic properties of bismides are solely limited to Bi-doped GaAs. These investigations are based on averaging techniques such as scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) and extended x-ray absorption fine-structure spectroscopy measurements (EXAFS) [13,14], which by definition cannot entirely grasp the structural characteristics of bismides at the atomic level. In contrast, X-STM can be used to determine the local atomic structure.

In this paper, we set the stage for future X-STM studies in the field of dilute III-V bismides by carefully studying Bi incorporation in InP-based bulk layers and quantum wells (QWs). The growth of the investigated samples, the X-STM measurements, and the DFT calculations are described in Sec. II. In Sec. III A, we identify the main Bi related features by X-STM and complementary density functional theory (DFT) calculations. Based on this classification, we analyze in Sec. III B the ordering of Bi atoms and quantify their tendency towards pairing as well as clustering. Our investigations of crystal defects in InP:Bi are detailed in Sec. III C. At the end, in Sec. IV, we summarize our work.

II. EXPERIMENTAL AND COMPUTATIONAL METHODS

A. Growth of Bi:InP

In this study, two Bi-doped InP samples, A and B, are analyzed by X-STM to characterize their structural properties. Sample A consists of a 420-nm-thick Bi:InP bulk layer (F1) with an intended Bi content of 1.2%. Sample B contains three sets of stacked Bi:InP(15 nm)/InP(20 nm) QW multilayers with intended Bi concentrations of 0.1% (QW 1), 0.5% (QW 2), and 1.0% (QW 3). This multilayer region is followed by a 150-nm-thick Bi:InP bulk layer (F2) with an intended Bi concentration of 2.4%. The three different Bi:InP/InP QWs 1, 2, and 3 are used to investigate the atomic structure of the Bi atoms and the role of crystal defects. The Bi distribution is studied at layers F1 and F2. Details about the growth of samples A and B are provided in Sec. I of Ref. [15].

B. X-STM investigations

The X-STM measurement on sample A was performed at room temperature in an Omicron STM-1 and the work on sample B was carried out at 5 K in an Omicron low-temperature STM. The samples were cleaved in situ at pressures below 4 × 10−11 mbar, revealing clean and atomically flat [110] surfaces. In both systems, electrochemically etched polycrystalline W tips were used. Both Bi:InP samples were studied in...
constant-current mode over a wide range of sample voltages. In filled state images sample voltages from \(-1.9\) to \(-2.8\) V and in empty state images sample voltages from 1.5 to 2.4 V were used.

C. Density functional theory calculations

DFT calculations were performed within the local density approximation using the ABINIT software package \([16,17]\) and the Fritz-Haber-Institute (FHI) norm-conserving pseudopotentials \([18]\). 126-atom supercells with a \(3 \times 3\) surface periodicity were used, with a cutoff energy for the plane-wave basis set, \(E_{\text{cut}}\), of 30 Ry and a \(4 \times 4 \times 1\) \(k\) grid \([19]\). The supercells are separated by a 12-Å vacuum gap and the system was allowed to fully relax with a tolerance on the forces of \(1 \times 10^{-4}\) hartrees per bohr.

After relaxation, constant height STM images were calculated using the local density of states (LDOS) of the system following the Tersoff-Hamann model \([20,21]\). This is based on the Bardeen theory of tunneling \([22]\) and gives the tunneling voltage contributions of the filled group-V related states as

\[
I(V_{\text{bias}}, r) \propto \int_{E_{\text{gap}}}^{E_{\text{BE}}} \rho_{\text{LDOS}}(r, E) dE,
\]

where \(\rho_{\text{LDOS}}\) is the local density of states, \(E_{\text{BE}}\) is the band edge energy, and \(V_{\text{bias}}\) is the applied bias voltage. For filled state imaging we took \(E_{\text{BE}}\) to be the energy of the highest occupied state and for empty state imaging we took \(E_{\text{BE}}\) to be the energy of the lowest unoccupied state. \(V_{\text{bias}}\) is +1 eV for empty state imaging and −1 eV for filled state imaging. In all our calculations, we took the tip position, \(r\), to be 4 Å above the position of the unperturbed surface phosphorous atoms. Tests on the convergence of the DFT calculations are described in Sec. II of Ref. \([15]\).

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Classification of the main Bi related features

So far, the appearance of individual Bi atoms in X-STM measurements on cleaved \([110]\) surfaces of III-V semiconductors and the underlying contrast mechanism have not been properly addressed. This leads us first to a discussion of the most common Bi related features, which are found in our X-STM measurements. For this purpose, QW 2 in sample B with an intended Bi concentration of 0.5% is suited best. In QW 2, the Bi concentration is low enough to ensure that the Bi atoms are well separated and high enough to ensure that enough of them appear in an atomically resolved X-STM image. Details of the investigated samples A and B and the growth conditions are given in Sec. II of the paper and Sec. I of Ref. \([15]\). Figure 1 shows atomically resolved filled state (a) and empty state (b) images of the same area of QW 2. Filled state and empty state imaging is essential to get a complete picture of the atomic structure of the Bi related features. Normally, empty group-III related states are addressed at positive sample voltage while at negative sample voltage contributions of the filled group-V related states are dominant \([23]\). The blue background in Fig. 1 corresponds, depending on the applied sample bias, to the corrugation of the P and In atoms of the InP matrix. Also a few crystal defects, see white circles, are observed, which are further discussed in Sec. III C. The various localized bright features, as highlighted by green, orange, and blue circles, are related to three different classes (0, 1, 2) of isovalent Bi atoms on substitutional P sites (BiP). Classes (0, 1, 2) are on average found equally often in the X-STM measurements. This is further detailed in Sec. III of Ref. \([15]\). In the investigated samples, Bi is introduced under group-V rich MBE growth conditions. Under these
isovalent BiP atoms in the first three layers of a (110) InP slab. Therefore we performed first-principles DFT calculations for Bi-related classes solely based on experimental observations.

In the corresponding empty state X-STM image, which is shown in Fig. 1(b), the appearance of elements from class (0) is barely changed. However, the center of these features lies here in between the In corrugation, while in filled state images it falls on a corrugation maximum of the P sublattice. Interestingly, the situation is different for class (1), which, in filled state images, covers four P corrugation maxima. In empty state images, these features become brighter and appear to be mainly localized on a single maximum of the In corrugation. Class (2), which is in filled state images atomiclike, behaves in the opposite way to class (1). The class (2) features loose brightness compared to filled state images and are distributed over several In sites.

The height changes of the STM tip originate in electronic and topographic effects, which are hard to quantify experimentally. This makes it difficult to clarify the origin of these three Bi-related classes solely based on experimental observations. Therefore we performed first-principles DFT calculations for isovalent BiP atoms in the first three layers of a (110) InP slab. Details of the simulation parameters and convergence tests are given in Secs. II C and II of Ref. [15]. In the first column of Fig. 2, energy-integrated LDOS maps of the filled VB states, which represent the group-V sublattice, are shown for Bi atoms down to the second layer below (110) surface (0,1,2). The second column represents the energy integrated LDOS maps of the empty CB states, which are associated with the group-III sublattice. Because of the inverse exponential dependence of the tunnel current on the tip-sample distance in the experiment, the integrated LDOS maps, which are proportional to the tunnel current, are presented in a logarithmic scale. A side view of the underlying (110) surface is provided in the third column. The distorted lattice sites are given by colored disks and their unperturbed positions are marked by empty circles. The (110) surface of the pure InP slab, which serves as origin for the z scale in the ball-and-stick diagrams, is indicated by a dashed line.

The DFT calculation shows that a BiP atom in the surface (0) relaxes as a consequence of its large effective size compared to a P atom and occupies a position where it stands out of the surrounding relaxed surface [Fig. 2(g)]. The vertical displacement of the Bi atom gives in the energy integrated LDOS maps rise to an atomiclike feature, which is located on the group-V corrugation or between the group-III corrugation [Figs. 2(a) and 2(d)]. This pattern is in good agreement to class (0) in Fig. 1.

One layer below the surface (1), a Bi atom bonds to four P atoms in the surface [Fig. 2(h)], which experience only a weak displacement out the surface plane. Furthermore, the DFT simulation points towards a symmetry breaking along the [001] direction, which is induced by the geometry of the relaxed (110) surface. In this way, one of the two pairs of P atoms, which are oriented along the [110] direction, is shifted less upwards than the other P pair [Fig. 2(h)]. These modifications of the surface are in good agreement with the slight asymmetry of the dumbbell-like structures of class (1), which are observed in experimental filled state X-STM images [Fig. 1(a)]. However, the contrast in the energy integrated LDOS map of the filled VB states [Fig. 2(b)] is not as pronounced as in the experiment. This suggests the model has minor deficiencies, which become particularly evident at weaker features. Unlike four P atoms, only one In atom in the surface is shifted into a higher z position [Fig. 2(h)]. The displacement of the In atom along the z axis is stronger than
for the four P atoms. This gives rise to a pronounced pointlike contrast in the energy integrated LDOS map of the empty CB states [Fig. 2(e)], which is in good agreement to experimental images of class (1) at positive voltages [Fig. 1(b)].

For a Bi atom in the second layer (2) below the surface, primarily one P atom in the surface is affected, which relaxes into a higher \( z \) position [Fig. 2(i)]. This displacement is weaker than for a Bi atom in the surface. Accordingly, we get in the energy integrated LDOS map of the filled CB states a second atomlike feature [Fig. 2(c)], which is less pronounced than in the first case. The In atoms in the surface are hardly shifted into a higher \( z \) position by the second layer Bi atom. Therefore the contrast is weakened in the energy integrated LDOS map of the empty CB states [Fig. 2(f)]. This is consistent with the behavior of class (2) in the experimental X-STM images (Fig. 1).

The DFT calculations allow for a better understanding of the origin of the different Bi related classes as they provide a link between the X-STM images and the geometry of the (110) surface. At high sample voltages, the contrast of Bi atoms in the first three \([110]\) InP surface layers, classes (0, 1, 2), goes primarily back to structural modifications of the relaxed surface. Electronic effects appear to be less important. Bi is the largest stable group-V element and contrasts similar to those shown in Fig. 1 can be expected for Bi atoms in the first three \([110]\) layers of any binary III-V zinc-blende semiconductors. However, the strength of the three classes (0, 1, 2) of Bi related contrasts is supposed to decrease in alloys with larger anions, which may cause difficulties in the recognition of Bi related features in antimonides. This geometrical interpretation can be seen as an experimental confirmation and extension of the theoretical work of Tilley et al. in Ref. [19] on the structural modification of the \([110]\) GaAs surface by isovalent dopants from groups III and V. There, it has been shown that the relaxed position of isovalent impurities in the \([110]\) surface depends on the effective size of the involved elements. Bigger/smaller atoms than the ones they are replacing relax into a position above/below the surface, which leads to atomiclike bright/dark contrasts in STM measurements.

Even though experiment and calculation are in good qualitative agreement, there are some differences between them. This can have many possible causes. For instance, the tip has in the experiment its own electronic structure, which also affects the tunnel current. However, the contributions from the tip are at a fixed sample voltage always the same. Therefore it is primarily the changes in the LDOS of the sample, which dominates the local variations of the tunnel current in a STM image. Another important factor is the electric field, which is applied between tip and sample. Especially, the low charge density of semiconducting samples causes a part of the electric field to drop off in the sample. This effect is known as tip induced band bending (TIBB), which mainly affects the energy scale in X-STM measurements [24]. Therefore the TIBB is more important for the interpretation of tunneling spectra than for the general discussion of X-STM images under normal conditions. In addition, the electric field can also deform the surface states of the sample and tip, which is very difficult to quantify [25]. Therefore the modification of the states in the tunnel junction by the applied bias is often neglected in simulated STM images.

It is possible to allow for some of these effects approximately [26] by including a transmission coefficient in the density of states integral in Eq. (1). However, the effects are complicated and the exact form of the transmission coefficient is not known. In the present case, this analysis is not necessary because the image contrast depends strongly on the effective size and geometrical position of the surface atoms so only a qualitative prediction of the image contrast is needed to identify the origin of the image features. To verify this we have computed the bias voltage dependence of the image contrast and found that the qualitative form of the images typically persists over a wide bias voltage range. For example, in the case of Bi in the surface layer, the qualitative appearance of the filled states image remains the same over a range of at least 1 V.

B. Self organized Bi pair and cluster formation

For a better understanding of the unusually strong sub-band-gap photoluminescence of Bi:InP, which is proposed to be related to inhomogeneities in the Bi distribution [4,9,11,12], knowledge about the local arrangement of Bi atoms relative to each other is highly desirable. To explore this topic, two Bi:InP bulk layers, F1 and F2, with intended Bi contents of 1.2% and 2.4% are investigated. In the following, only BiP atoms in the \([110]\) surfaces are considered, because they are easily distinguishable from Bi atoms in deeper layers or any other non-Bi-related objects (e.g., adsorbents or unintended dopants).

To quantitatively assess the relative spatial ordering of the Bi atoms in the surface plane of layers F1 and F2 in Fig. 3, the 2D pair-correlation function (PCF) for homogenous and isotropic systems,

\[
g(r) = \frac{1}{2\pi N \rho_0} \left( \frac{1}{r} \sum_{i \neq j} \frac{\delta(r-r_{ij})}{r_{ij}} \right), \tag{2}
\]

is used [27]. The PCF gives a measure of the probability of finding a particle at a distance \( r \) from any other given particle. In Eq. (2), \( r_{ij} \) is the distance between particles \( i \) and \( j \), \( \rho_0 \) is the average area number density, and \( N \) is the number of reference particles. A detailed description of the calculation of the PCF and the treatment of edge effects, which originate in the finite nature of the experimental data, is provided in Sec. IV of Ref. [15].

The PCFs in Figs. 3(c) and 3(d) of layers F1 and F2 [see Figs. 3(a) and 3(b)] are determined up to a maximum range of \( R = 15 \text{ nm} \) with a sampling interval of \( dr = 1.5 \text{ Å} \). At smaller sampling intervals \( dr \), the statistics of the calculated PCFs would become, especially at short distances, too poor to be meaningful. Below the spacing of a first-nearest-neighbor anion pair in the \([110]\) plane of \( a_{\text{InP}}/\sqrt{2} \), where \( a_{\text{InP}} = 5.86 \text{ Å} \) is the lattice constant of InP at 5 K, no other Bi atoms can be found and the PCFs approach zero. In the range from 3 to 15 nm, the convergence of the PCFs to unity indicates a completely, spatially random pattern (CSR) of the Bi atoms. Interestingly, on the short range, there is a significantly increased probability of finding Bi atoms close to each other in both layers F1 and F2. In particular, the probability of finding Bi atoms in layer F1 with a spacing...
FIG. 3. Filled state X-STM images of Bi:InP bulk layers F1 with an intended Bi content of 1.2% (a) from sample A and F2 with an intended Bi concentration of 2.4% (b) from sample B. F1 is imaged at $V_{bias} = -2.5$ V and $I_T = 40$ pA. F2 is imaged with the same $I_T$ set point as F1 at $V_{bias} = -2.6$ V. The color functions of both X-STM images [(a) and (b)] are independently scaled for best visibility of the Bi atoms in the surface. An adsorbate (A) is highlighted in (a) and in (b) first-, second-, third-, fourth-, and sixth-nearest-neighbor Bi pairs are marked with gray, green, orange, purple, and blue circles, respectively. Bi clusters are indicated by white dotted circles and potential BiIn antisites are marked with white dashed circles. Below the X-STM images [(a) and (b)], the corresponding PCFs of the Bi atoms in the surface layer are shown [(c) and (d)].

The radial resolution, $dr = 1.5$ Å, of the PCFs in Fig. 3 lies in the range of the length difference, $\Delta r = r_{n+1} - r_n$, between two successive $n$th and $(n + 1)$th Bi pairs. Here, $r_n$ is the separation of the Bi atoms of the $n$th-nearest-neighbor pair. For instance, first- and second-nearest-neighbor pairs can just be resolved with a length difference of $\Delta r = 1.7$ Å. However, the length difference between any other $n$th and $(n + 1)$th Bi pairs can no longer be distinguished. Examples of the five closest $n$th Bi pairs with $n = 1, 2, 3, 4, 6$ are highlighted in Fig. 3(b) with solid circles. The fifth-nearest-neighbor pair is not accessible in the [110] surfaces.

To further evaluate the short-range ordering in layer F2 of sample B at the atomic level, a different approach is needed. Therefore, we determine the exact lattice positions of Bi atoms in the cleavage plane relative to each other on a maximum length scale of up to two lattice constants, $(i, j)$, along the [110] and [001] directions. This is done for a much larger region of $(10.3 \pm 0.2) \times 10^3$ nm$^2$ than in Fig. 3(b). The experimental findings are compared to computationally generated CSRP with the same size and particle density as in the experiment. This results in a relative occurrence $p_{i,j}$, which gives a measure for the probability of finding additional Bi atoms on neighboring lattice sites. A detailed description of this analysis is provided in Sec. V of Ref. [15]. The results are summarized in Fig. 4, where the relative occurrence of neighboring Bi atoms in the [110] surface, $p_{i,j}$, is displayed on a $3 \times 3$ lattice sites wide grid. In the lower left corner lies the reference position. Experiment and simulation are...
always the same at this point, which leads to a relative occurrence \( p_{0,0} \) of one. It is clear that there is an enhanced probability of finding a second Bi atom in the neighboring shell on adjacent first and second-nearest-neighbor positions. The occupation of first-nearest-neighbor sites is with a relative occurrence of \( (3.9 \pm 0.2) \) strongly favorable. Second-nearest-neighbor positions are less favorable relative occurrence of \( (1.3 \pm 0.2) \). This agrees with the frequent observation of first-nearest-neighbor Bi pairs in layers F1 and F2 [see gray circle in Fig. 3(b)].

A visual assessment of layer F2 in Fig. 3(b) shows in addition to Bi pairing the formation of small Bi clusters, which is supported by the atomically resolved occurrence distribution in Fig. 4. The individual atoms in these pairs and clusters lie on regular group-V lattice sites and are of comparable height to isolated Bi atoms in the surface, confirming that they are Bi related. In addition, identical pair and cluster geometries are found for Bi atoms in the second layer below the surface, which excludes a cleavage related origin. Commonly observed Bi clusters consist mainly of a first-nearest-neighbor pair and an additional Bi atom, which results in the triangular, kinked, and linear configurations shown Figs. 5(a)–5(c). This suggests a connection with the strong trend towards first-nearest-neighbor Bi pairing. Similarly, among the three different trimer configurations, linear arrangements are more often found than triangular and kinked geometries. Clusters with more than four Bi atoms are rarely observed.

Our measurements confirm the formation of Bi pairs and small Bi clusters in Bi:InP grown at low temperatures, which were suggested in recent photoluminescence and DLTS studies on Bi:InP form the same reactor [4,9,11,12]. This further illustrates the importance of compositional order in dilute bismides. Pairs and clusters of Bi atoms disturb the lattice more than single Bi atoms, which potentially gives rise to additional states in the band gap near the valence band edge [3,11,12]. Configurational and environmental disorder are expected to broaden the states related to these arrangements of more than one Bi atom [28]. Similarly, localized states in the band gap have been proposed for pairs and clusters of N atoms [29].

In STEM experiments on Bi:GaAs, areas with high probability for Bi clustering are identified [13]. The 2D information provided in STEM studies represents, however, an average over the lamella thickness. Enhanced Bi concentrations in neighboring atomic columns do not directly prove that Bi clustering occurs. The Bi atoms in neighboring columns must not inevitably lie at the same depth in the lamella. EXAFS studies on Bi:GaAs show, consistent with our observations, indications for Bi pairing and Bi clustering [14]. However, in the EXAFS investigation solely an enhanced trend towards first neighbor Bi paring is reported, while here an enhanced occupation of neighboring sites beyond that level is found. Another difference lies in the wide range of Bi-cluster configurations found in the present work, which is more realistic than the solely tetrahedral arrangements of four-first-nearest-neighbor Bi pairs suggested by the EXAFS measurements.

There are indications for a possible connection between the atomic structure of the growth surface and the formation of Bi pairs and Bi clusters. For instance, Bi has an extraordinary strong tendency to segregate towards the surface. On the surface, Bi is poorly incorporated into the crystal and acts as a surfactant [30]. This can also lead to unintentional droplet formation [31]. One can imagine links between Bi-induced surface reconstructions and the enhanced tendency towards first-nearest-neighbor pairing [32]. For instance, the CuPt_B ordering in highly doped GaAs_{1-x}Bi_x was attributed to the dimerization of surface atoms [33].

C. Crystal defects in Bi:InP

A general method for overcoming the poor solubility of Bi atoms in MBE grown III-V compounds is to grow the material at a low temperature and at a low V/Bi flux ratio [9,34,35]. Unfortunately, these growth conditions favor the formation of group-III vacancies as well as group-V related antisites or interstitials [36]. We look for these defects in our Bi:InP samples.
In vacancies

In the filled and empty state X-STM images in Fig. 1, In vacancies (V_{In}) can be found, which are identified with a white circle. A missing In atom in the [110] surfaces affects the relaxed positions of its two neighboring surface P atoms, which in consequence are shifted to slightly lower locations. In filled state images taken at high negative sample voltages, this displacement gives rise to a dark contrast on two neighboring P-corrugation maxima, while in empty state images the missing In atom appears as an atomic dark contrast at a local maximum of the In-corrugation. In X-STM images covering larger areas of the QW region further evidence for In vacancies is found. Vacancies observed in X-STM measurements might originate either from the growth or the cleavage. Thermal In desorption over time from the cleaved [110] InP surfaces is not an issue at 5 K and we never observed In-vacancy formation after cleavage [37]. No In vacancies are observed in the InP substrate, which supports a growth related origin of the In vacancies in the epilayer region of sample B. The locations of the vacancies are not correlated with the nearby Bi atoms. Bi-vacancy complexes, which could be an efficient way for releasing local strain induced by the large Bi atoms, are not observed. The distinct but weak signature of In vacancies cannot always reliably be detected in large filled state STM images, which hinders a reliable determination of their concentration.

2. P antisites

In vacancies, which act as acceptors, cannot be responsible for the observed n-type character at the epilayers of sample B. We suggest that this is due to the formation of phosphorus antisite defects (P_{In}), which can be expected in InP grown under group-V rich conditions at low temperatures [12]. Anion antisites in the [110] surfaces are electrically inactive and can be difficult to see in X-STM images. The weak but distinct signature of a P_{In} antisite in the surface appears in filled state X-STM images at low sample bias as an additional atomic state in between four surrounding group-V sites of changed morphology [Fig. 6(a)] [38]. In empty state X-STM images [Fig. 6(b)] P_{In} antisites in the surface are confusingly similar to V_{In}. This can be understood in view of the smaller covalent radius of a P atom compared to an In atom [39]. Extended satellite features, which are characteristic for electrically active subsurface V_{In} antisites, could also be observed [40,41]. We estimate the content of P_{In} antisites in the surface of the QW region in sample B to be about \(1.6 \pm 0.4 \times 10^{11} \text{ cm}^{-2}\), which corresponds to a 3D concentration of \(6.7 \pm 2.5 \times 10^{16} \text{ cm}^{-3}\). This proves that the number of antisites is large, as was proposed in recent photoluminescence and DLTS studies on Bi:InP from the same reactor [11,12].

3. Bi antisites

In filled state X-STM images of F2 in sample B with the highest Bi content addressed in this study, a fourth class (3) of features related to Bi is occasionally observed [see white dashed circles in Figs. 3(b) and 7], which occurs at lower frequency levels than classes (0, 1, 2). These features appear at negative sample bias as a bright circle with a spatial extension of a single atom. In addition, this species is surrounded by a thin annulus, less than 3-Å wide, of negative contrast, which is followed by a region of positive contrast in the [100] growth direction. This long-ranged contrast appears to be too far from the atomic core of this feature to be of topographic origin and is rather reminiscent of electronic effects seen in X-STM images for donors and acceptors [42-44]. The appearance of class (3) has been verified with several physically different W tips, which excludes any tip artifacts. The pure InP and Bi:InP bulk layers in the epilayer region of sample B are grown under the same conditions. Features (3) are only found in Bi:InP regions and not the pure InP epilayers. This strongly points to defects related to the incorporation of Bi atoms rather
than elements from the InP matrix. In addition, Bi atoms are due to their large covalent radius compared to P atoms more difficult to incorporate at higher concentrations. The pronounced atomic-like center of this Bi related defect lies between the P rows, which suggests the possibilities of Bi interstitials or Bi_{In} antisites.

The formation energies of naturally existing point defects in InP, InAs, and InSb have been investigated with DFT. The results show that anion interstitials in the bulk or on the [110] surfaces have, even under the most beneficial conditions, considerably higher formation energies than corresponding anionic V_{III} antisites [36]. Therefore we attribute class (3) to Bi_{In} substitutional atoms. In the closely related MBE grown Bi:GaAs system, Bi_{Ga} antisites have been reported and are believed to act as compensation centers for acceptors [45]. Based on atom counting, about (0.9 ± 0.3)% of the Bi atoms of F2 in sample B are incorporated on group-III positions.

The atomic core of the Bi_{In} antisites is of comparable height to isovalent Bi_{P} atoms in the surface, which points to a position in the cleavage plane. Potential isovalent Bi_{In} antisites with valence three are excluded because of the long range contrast associated with class (3). The Bi_{In} double donor is, in consequence of the n-type environment and the additional tip induced band bending when addressing filled states (Fig. 7), most likely imaged in its neutral state (D^{0}). The electrons are still bound to the D^{0}, which fits to the consistently observed long-range contrast of this feature. The surface plays a crucial role in X-STM measurements and the appearance of antisites in the surface differs greatly from sub surface layers. The physical and chemical properties of Bi and P atoms, which lie at opposite ends of group V, are considerably different. In X-STM images where both structural and electronic properties are probed, this may lead to differences in the appearance of P_{In} and Bi_{In} antisites.

Our observations support previous works, where P_{In} antisite defects in low temperature MBE grown Bi:InP are reported [11,12]. In addition, we show that V_{In} vacancies and potential Bi_{In} antisites are formed. Bi exhibits next to the valence of 5 a valence of 3 as in the case of Bi_{2}Te_{3} and Bi_{2}Se_{3}. This implies that Bi can potentially function depending on its valence state on group-III substitutional positions as an isovalent impurity or a double donor (D) and on group-V sublattice positions as an isovalent impurity or a double acceptor (A) [46]. X-STM, which is also sensitive to the local electronic properties of single impurities, is an ideal tool to address all these potential configurations of single Bi atoms. In this work, no indications for Bi atoms with a valence of three on either group-III or group-V sites are found.

**IV. CONCLUSION**

Dilute III-V bismides have a great deal of potential for innovative device applications, however, these materials still suffer from a range of problems related to short-range ordering and defect formation. In this work we have demonstrated the suitability of using X-STM to investigate these problems, in real space at the atomic level.

In Bi:InP, we have identified isovalent Bi_{P} atoms down to the second monolayer below the [110] InP surfaces by comparing X-STM measurements to complementary DFT calculations. We have shown that the contrast observed in the X-STM measurements taken at a high sample voltage can be understood by considering the geometry of the relaxed (110) surface which, in turn, is determined primarily by the difference in effective size of the Bi dopant compared to the In and P atoms. Bi is the largest stable group-V element and, using this geometrical model [19], we therefore predict similar contrast in any Bi-doped III-V compound with a zinc-blende structure.

In bulk Bi:InP layers, we observed a strongly enhanced tendency for first-nearest-neighbor Bi pairing. This tendency explains the geometry of the trimers and small clusters of Bi atoms that we also observed. We suggest these Bi pairs and Bi clusters are candidates for the unusual sub-band-gap emission reported previously for Bi:InP [4,9,11,12].

In our measurements, we see no evidence for the incorporation of Bi atoms on group-III or group-V sublattice sites with a valence of three. If this type of crystal defect exists, its density must be rather low (<5 x 10^{15} cm^{-3}). Crystal defects, such as In vacancies (V_{In}), P antisites (P_{In}), and potential Bi antisites (Bi_{In}) are still an issue in Bi:InP despite the considerable progress in the growth of crystalline III-V compounds containing Bi.

These results give important insights into the structural properties of state of the art Bi doped InP. This is essential for a better understanding of the unusual optoelectronic properties of Bi:InP and helps to further develop this material system towards the quality of GaAs based materials. In addition, the identification of Bi atoms down to the second layer below the surface provides the basis for further scanning tunneling spectroscopy studies of the impurity states of individual Bi atoms and Bi clusters.
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